We show that the mixing between spin and valley degrees of freedom in a silicon quantum bit (qubit) can be controlled by a static electric field acting on the valley splitting ∆. Thanks to spinorbit coupling, the qubit can be continuously switched between a spin mode (where the quantum information is encoded into the spin) and a valley mode (where the the quantum information is encoded into the valley). In the spin mode, the qubit is more robust with respect to inelastic relaxation and decoherence, but is hardly addressable electrically. It can however be brought into the valley mode then back to the spin mode for electrical manipulation. This opens new perspectives for the development of robust and scalable, electrically addressable spin qubits on silicon. We illustrate this with tight-binding simulations on a so-called "corner dot" in a silicon-on-insulator device where the confinement and valley splitting can be independently tailored by a front and a back gate.
Silicon
1 is an attractive material for solid-state quantum bits (qubits) owing to its mature technology and very long spin coherence times.
2 As a matter of fact, high fidelity single qubits and two qubit gates have already been demonstrated in silicon.
3-5
The spin of electrons and holes in silicon quantum dots (QDs) is routinely manipulated with radio-frequency (RF) magnetic fields (Electron Spin Resonance).
5-7 RF magnetic fields can, however, hardly be applied locally. In the prospect of controlling a large number of qubits, it may be less demanding to manipulate spins with the RF electric field from a local gate (Electric Dipole Spin Resonance or EDSR). This calls for a mechanism that couples the orbital motion of the electron with its spin. One possible strategy is to introduce micro-magnets that create a gradient of magnetic field in the QD, giving rise to an effective spin-orbit interaction. 8, 9 However, in order to achieve compact and simple designs, it is more attractive to rely on the "intrinsic" spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of the host material. SOC-mediated EDSR has first been demonstrated for electrons and holes in III-V QDs, [10] [11] [12] then for holes in silicon QDs. 13 It is much more challenging for electrons in silicon QDs, because SOC is very weak in the conduction band of Si.
14 Yet SOC-mediated EDSR has been achieved very recently in the "corner dots" of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) nanowire channels. 15 The underlying mechanism relies on the extraordinary rich and complex physics of electrons in silicon. 1, 16 Bulk silicon is an indirect bandgap material with six degenerate conduction band valleys. This degeneracy is completely lifted in silicon QDs. Structural and electric confinement indeed leaves only two low-lying valleys v 1 and v 2 separated by a valley splitting energy ∆, 4, [17] [18] [19] which ranges from a few µeVs to a few meVs. 9, 15, 21, 23 At a critical magnetic field B A , the spin down state of valley v 2 crosses the spin up state of valley v 1 , and get mixed by the weak SOC. 24, 25 This allows for electrically driven transitions between the |v 1 , ↓ state and the mixed |v 1 , ↑ /|v 2 , ↓ state, thanks to the existence of a non-zero dipole matrix element between |v 1 , ↓ and |v 2 , ↓ . 15 However, the spin relaxation time T 1 and spin coherence time T 2 are expected to be shorter near that anti-crossing due to the enhanced coupling of the spin to electric noise and phonons.
6,9
The valley splitting ∆ can be controlled over a wide range by external electric fields. 9, 21 This is particularly the case in SOI devices, which feature an additional substrate back gate, but also holds in carefully designed multi-gate planar structures. In this letter, we show with tight-binding simulations how multiple gates can be efficiently used to tune the silicon QD and sweep it across the anti-crossing point. The qubit can then be adiabatically switched between one "valley" mode 27 that can be manipulated with RF electric fields, and one "spin" mode 28 whose evolution is much less sensitive to electric noise and phonons. Such a scheme allows for the implementation of robust and electrically addressable silicon spin qubits. 29 We first review the theory of SOC-mediated EDSR, then discuss the control of the valley splitting, and finally present the spin manipulation protocol.
The theory of spin-orbit mediated EDSR in the conduction band of silicon has been discussed in Ref. 15 . We recall the main elements here.
We consider a silicon QD strongly confined along the z direction so that the low-energy levels belong to the ∆ ±z valleys. In the absence of valley coupling, the ground-state level is fourfold degenerate (twice for spins and twice for valleys). Valley coupling 1, 4, [17] [18] [19] splits this level into two spin-degenerate states |v 1 , σ and |v 2 , σ with energies E 1 and E 2 , separated by the valley splitting energy ∆ = E 2 − E 1 (σ = ↑, ↓ is the spin index). The remaining spin degeneracy can be lifted by an external magnetic field B. The energy of state |v n , σ is E n,σ = E n + 1 2 gµ B Bσ, where g 2 is the gyro-magnetic factor of the electrons (the spin being quantified along B).
The energy E n,σ of the spin-valley states is plotted as a function of B in Fig. 1a . The states |v 1 , ↑ and |v 2 , ↓ are mixed by SOC and anti-cross at magnetic field B = B A = ∆/(gµ B ). The energy of the upper (dashed red) and lower (solid red) branch of the anti-crossing read:
where is the matrix element of the spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian H SOC between valleys v 1 and v 2 . The eigenstates of the upper and lower branch are, respectively:
with:
and:
Note that |α| = |β| = 1/ √ 2 at B = B A , which highlights the strong mixing between spin and valley degrees of freedom near the anti-crossing. Although the states |v 1 , ↓ and |v 2 , ↑ do not anti-cross, we must for consistency account for a very small mixing by SOC (otherwise the Rabi frequency would not vanish 15 when B → 0) and introduce:
where α ≡ −α * (ε ), β ≡ β(ε ), and ε = ∆ + gµ B B + (∆ + gµ B B) 2 + 4|C v1v2 | 2 (α 0, β 1 whatever B). We are specifically interested in making a qubit based on states |0 = |ψ − |v 1 , ↓ and |1 = |ψ − . Qubit rotations are driven by a RF modulation on a front gate voltage V fg . The Rabi frequency for the resonant transition between states |0 and |1 is then:
where δV fg is the amplitude of the RF signal (δV fg = 1 meV hereafter), D(r) = ∂V t (r)/∂V fg is the derivative of the total potential V t (r) in the device with respect to V fg , and D v1v2 = v 1 , σ|D|v 2 , σ is the gate coupling matrix element between valleys v 1 and v 2 .
f is plotted as a function of magnetic field in Fig. 1b , for values of ∆, D v1v2 and C v1v2 extracted from tightbinding simulations on the device of Fig. 2 (see later discussion). For B B A , |1 ∼ |v 1 , ↑ , so that the device is an almost "pure spin" qubit, 28 which is hardly addressable electrically. When increasing B, |1 admixes a growing fraction of |v 2 , ↓ , which is coupled to the ground-state |0 = |v 1 , ↓ by the RF electric field, allowing for Rabi oscillations (mixed spin/valley qubit). For B B A , |1 ∼ |v 2 , ↓ , so that the device eventually becomes an almost "pure valley" qubit. 27 The maximum Rabi frequency in this regime, f max = eδV fg |D v1v2 |/h, is therefore limited by the gate coupling matrix element D v1v2 . The width of the transition near B = B A is controlled by the SOC matrix element C v1v2 , which sets the anti-crossing gap E SOC = 2|C v1v2 | at B = B A . The Rabi frequency may also depend on the orientation of the magnetic field (as the spin is quantized along B in the definition of C v1v2 ).
The signatures of this spin resonance mechanism have been observed in a silicon nanowire device. 15 A model for this device is shown in Fig. 2 . The quantum dot is defined by a central gate on a silicon channel with rectangular cross section etched on a SOI substrate. The gate overlaps only half of the channel. The electrons are hence confined in "corner dots" at the edge of the channel covered by the gate. 30 As discussed in Ref. 15 , the formation of such low-symmetry dots is a key ingredient of the present spin resonance mechanism. Indeed, C v1v2 is zero when the magnetic field B is perpendicular to a mirror plane; as an illustration, the Rabi frequency measured in Ref. 15 is minimal when B is along the nanowire, and maximal when B is perpendicular to the nanowire, because (yz) is a mirror plane in Fig. 2 . Consequently, SOC is inefficient in highly symmetric dots with more than one symmetry plane.
As discussed above, the Rabi frequency is maximal beyond the anti-crossing between |v 1 , ↑ and |v 2 , ↓ and can reach a few tens to a hundred of MHz depending on the device design and disorder.
15 This is much larger than the Rabi frequencies achieved with extrinsic elements such as micro-magnets. However, a QD operating in this regime would not make a good qubit. Indeed, the vicinity of the anti-crossing and the valley mode beyond are known to be "hot spots" for relaxation 6, 9 (shorter T 1 ) and decoherence (shorter T 2 due to enhanced sensitivity to charge and gate noise). Also, the strong mixing between |v 1 and |v 2 states near the anti-crossing may complicate the management of exchange interactions between neighboring qubits.
It would, therefore, be highly desirable to bring the qubit in the valley regime (beyond the anti-crossing) in order to manipulate its state electrically, then back to the spin regime (before the anti-crossing) once rotations are completed. The transitions between the two regimes must be performed adiabatically in order to achieve well defined operations.
The most obvious way to tune the spin/valley mixing is to vary the amplitude of the external magnetic field B (see Fig. 1 ). However, fast variations of B are unrealistic, and would affect all qubits at once. An other way is to control the valley splitting with the gate(s). It has already been demonstrated that the valley splitting at a Si/SiO 2 interface depends on the electric field at that interface, 9,21 and can span orders of magnitudes. Nonetheless, it is generally difficult to control both the confinement potential and the vertical electric field with a set of front gates, which limits the range of achievable valley splittings. In SOI devices, the presence of both a front and a back gate allows, in principle, to decouple the confinement potential from the vertical electric field, and to implement electrical manipulation schemes based on the control of the valley splitting more easily.
In order to illustrate this, we have performed tightbinding (TB) calculations using the sp increasing V bg , then reaches a minimum in the 80 µeV range, and finally increases linearly again. During the back gate voltage sweep, the wave function of the electron moves from the top (negative V bg ) to the bottom (positive V bg ) interface, but remains confined under the top gate. The valley splitting increases when the wavefunction is further squeezed at one of the two interfaces by the vertical electric field, and is minimal when the electron is centered between the two interfaces. Although our model for the surface is simplified, the existing experimental data suggest that small valley splittings can indeed be achieved in SOI devices. Fig. 1 ). (bottom panels) Time series for spin manipulations, monitored by the probability p(|1 ) to be in the |1 state and by the average spin Sy . Starting from the |0 ≡ |v1, ↓ state at point S in Fig. 4 , the qubit is pulsed to point V by the back gate and a RF signal with frequency ν = 23.66 GHz on the front gate drives rotations between |0 and |1 ∼ |v2, ↓ ; once the RF signal is switched off the qubit is brought back to point S where |1 ∼ |v1, ↑ in order to complete the spin rotation.
cause deconfinement in the (yz) plane enhances coupling to the z component of the RF electric field. The calculated Rabi frequency is plotted as a function of B and V bg in Fig. 4b . The Rabi frequency is sizable within a hyperbolic-like shape whose edges are defined by the anti-crossing condition E Z = gµ B B = ∆(V bg ). Indeed, for a given magnetic field B, there are typically zero or two back gate voltages that meet this condition (see Fig. 3 and dotted line in Fig. 4b ). The qubit goes in the valley regime inside the hyperbolic-like shape, and in the spin regime outside. The calculated Rabi frequency reaches values as large as 120 MHz near V bg = V min bg where |D v1v2 | is maximum.
We can now design an electrical manipulation scheme taking advantage of Fig. 4 . We set B = 1 T along y and bias the qubit along the line from point point S (V bg = −0.04 V) to point V (V bg = 0.08 V). At point V, the qubit is indeed in the valley regime and can be efficiently manipulated by the front gate (Rabi frequency f ∼ 80 MHz). On the opposite, the qubit is in the spin regime at reference point S; the Rabi frequency is almost zero but the qubit is presumably much more robust to inelastic relaxation and decoherence than at point V. The energy levels along [SV] are plotted in the top panel of Fig. 5 . The manipulation protocol is illustrated in the bottom panels of Fig. 5 , which represent the probability to be in the |1 state and the expectation value S y of the spin along y as a function of time during a π and a π/2 rotation. The qubit is prepared in the |0 = |v 1 , ↓ state at point S, then switched to point V for manipulation. A RF pulse is applied on the front gate in order to drive a π rotation, and the qubit is finally moved back to point S. The sequence is repeated for a subsequent π/2 rotation. Note that the system undergoes Rabi oscillations between states |0 ≡ |v 1 , ↓ and |1 ∼ |v 2 , ↓ at point V; therefore, S y remains almost constant at point V on Fig. 5 . However, at point S, |1 ≡ |v 1 , ↑ , so that the spin rotations are completed by SOC on the way back from V to S. 33 It is important to sweep between S and V adiabatically enough so that the system remains on the lower branch E − of the anti-crossing and does not couple to the upper branch E + (which would result into a mixed spin/valley rotation back at point S). The slew rate on V bg is primarily limited by the gap between E − and E + at the anti-crossing point A, 34 E SO = 2|C v1v2 |. Here, |C v1v2 | = 2.7 µeV is sufficiently large to achieve adiabatic switching within < 10 ns. The possibility to drive arbitrary rotations is further demonstrated in the Supporting Information.
In order to assess spin coherence at points S and V, we have computed the relaxation time T 1 due to phonons and Johnson-Nyquist (JN) noise. We follow Refs. 5 and 6 and assume a 2kΩ series resistance on the front gate. We find that the operation of the qubit is limited by JN relaxation, with T 1 = 64.6 ms at point S, and T 1 = 56.4 µs at point V. As expected, the lifetimes are much longer in the spin than in the valley qubit regime, which is the rationale for this manipulation protocol. In the valley regime, T * 2 might be strongly limited by the 1/f noise; 8 we point out, though, that there is a sweet spot near V bg = V min bg , where the sensitivity of the valley splitting to gate and charge noise is minimal. More details about the models for T 1 and T * 2 can be found in the Supporting Information.
We have also investigated the effects of surface roughness disorder on the Rabi frequencies (see Supporting Information). Surface roughness disorder reduces the valley splitting and is responsible for significant device-todevice variability. However, the valley-splitting ∆ shows a minimum in the 20 − 50 µeV range near the same V min bg in most devices, making the above manipulation protocol still possible with a proper calibration of each qubit. The Rabi frequencies are smaller because surface roughness reduces |D v1v2 |, 4 yet they remain significant (typically > 20 MHz).
To conclude, we have demonstrated that the mixing between the spin and valley degrees of freedom in a silicon qubit can be controlled by a suitable engineering of the electric field. Thanks to the weak, but sizable spinorbit coupling in the conduction band, the qubit can be continuously switched from a "spin" to a mixed "spinvalley" and eventually a "valley" mode by the action on the gates. In the spin-valley and valley modes, Rabi oscillations can be driven by radio-frequency signals on the gates, allowing for all-electrical manipulation schemes. In the pure spin mode, the qubit is not electrically addressable but is much more robust to inelastic relaxation and decoherence. A spin qubit may hence be switched to the valley mode for electrical manipulation then back to the spin mode in order to benefit from the long spin coherence times afforded by silicon. These findings open new perspectives for the development of efficient and scalable spin qubits on silicon. They also confirm that the effects of spin-orbit coupling in the conduction band of silicon are far from negligible, and can even be tailored for practical applications.
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Supporting Information for "All-electrical manipulation of silicon spin qubits with tunable spin-valley mixing"
In this Supporting Information, we provide a line cut on on Fig. 4 of the main text (section I), then discuss the nature of the rotations performed with the present manipulation protocol (section II), and finally the effects of surface roughness (section III) and the calculation of T 1 /T * 2 (section IV).
I. LINE CUT ON FIG. 4 OF THE MAIN TEXT.
The Rabi frequency is plotted in Fig. S1 along the horizontal dashed line of Fig. 4b , main text. The width of the transitions from the spin to the valley qubit regimes is controlled by the SOC matrix element C v1v2 , while the Rabi frequency in the valley qubit regime is essentially set by the gate coupling matrix element D v1v2 (Fig. 4a) .
II. NATURE OF THE ROTATIONS.
During the manipulation sequence, the phase of the qubit drifts on the way from S to V then from V to S, as well as during the rotation at V, since the precession frequencies are slightly different at the S and V points. Let us, therefore, introduce the time-dependent states |0 (t) = |v 1 , ↓ e +iωSt/2 and |1 (t) = |v 1 , ↑ e −iωSt/2 , where ω S /(2π) is the precession frequency at point S. The projections of the qubit state on |0 (t) and |1 (t) define its representation in the rotating Bloch sphere at point S.
The transformation matrix T for the manipulation sequence reads in the {|0 (t), |1 (t)} basis set:
where R Z (α) is the matrix of a rotation of angle α around the polar axis Z of the Bloch sphere:
and R XY (α, ϕ) is the matrix of a rotation of angle α around U = cos ϕX + sin ϕY:
∆ϕ SV , ∆ϕ V and ∆ϕ VS are the phase shifts accumulated on the way from S to V, at the V point, and back from V to S. ∆ϕ SV and ∆ϕ VS depend on the back gate voltage ramps, while ∆ϕ V = (ω V − ω S )τ V , where ω V /(2π) and τ V are the precession frequency and the total time spent at point V, respectively. α is controlled by the duration τ α ≤ τ V of the RF pulse at V. The axis of rotation, characterized by ϕ, can in principle be controlled by the phase of the RF signal, as demonstrated below. The above sequence of rotations can be factorized as:
Namely, the net operation appears as a rotation around an axis of the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere (as expected), followed by a rotation around Z that accounts for the total phase accumulated out of the S point. This phase must be accounted for when chaining rotations. It can be compensated by choosing τ V such that ∆ϕ T = ∆ϕ SV + ∆ϕ V (τ V ) + ∆ϕ VS = 2nπ irrespective of the rotation (typically, τ V must be greater than τ π so that π rotations can be accommodated within the manipulation window at V).
As an illustration, figure S2 shows the expectation value of S x and S z in the rotating Bloch sphere after a π/2 rotation from the |v 1 , ↓ state, as a function of the phase φ of the RF signal on the front gate [namely, δV fg (t) ∝ sin(ω V t + φ)]. The magnetic field B is parallel to y. This figure confirms that rotations can be driven around arbitrary axes of the equatorial plane of the rotating Bloch sphere by controlling the phase of the RF signal, as done in conventional ESR/EDSR experiments.
In this figure, the time τ V spent at the V point has been adjusted so that two successive π/2 rotations around the same axis result in a net π rotation (∆ϕ T = 2nπ). Still, the phase φ of the second rotation must account for the mismatch in precession frequencies at S and V. For example, if the first rotation at time t 0 is driven by a RF signal δV fg (t) ∝ sin[ω V (t − t 0 ) + φ)], the second rotation at time t 1 must be driven by a RF signal δV 
III. EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS.
In order to assess the robustness and variability of the results, we have introduced surface roughness (SR) disorder in the simulations. The SR profiles are generated from a Gaussian spectral density with rms ∆ SR = 0.4 nm and correlation length Λ SR = 1.5 nm. S1 ∆ SR lies in the upper range of the values compatible with the carrier mobilities measured in similar devices at room temperature. S2 The SR profiles are, therefore, pretty aggressive. Surface roughness might be mitigated with suitable annealing techniques.
S3
The valley-splitting ∆ is plotted as a function of the back gate voltage V bg in Fig. S3a for different realizations of the disorder. Although the slope of ∆(V bg ) shows significant variability on both front and back interfaces, most curves show a minimum ∆ min in the 25 − 55 µeV range. ∆ min is smaller with SR (∆ min = 83 µeV without), because roughness averages out part of the valley interactions. S4 This brings the manipulation frequency in the valley qubit regime down to the ∼ 5 − 15 GHz range, which is easily accessible with standard RF circuitry.
The matrix elements C v1v2 and D v1v2 are plotted in Fig. S3b and S3c for different realizations of the disorder. They are, likewise, both decreased by the roughness. C v1v2 shows little variability, while the shape and magnitude of D v1v2 can be strongly dependent on the particular realization of the SR, especially near V bg = V min bg due to the complex interference pattern between the top and down interfaces. This may lower the achievable Rabi frequencies, but does not, in general, preclude the proposed manipulation protocol at the price of a calibration of each qubit. This is illustrated in Fig. S4 , which shows maps of the Rabi frequency as a function of the magnetic field and V bg for four different realizations of the disorder. Although some maps might show a more complex behavior than Fig. 4 of the main text, the qubit remains electrically addressable over a wide range of back gate voltages within the valley regime. The calculated Rabi frequencies typically reach a few tens of MHz, which is still very significant. Ξ d = 1.0 eV and Ξ u = 8.6 eV are the conduction band deformation potentials, ρ = 2329 kg/m 3 is the mass density of silicon, and T = 100 mK is the temperature.
We follow Refs. S6, S7 and S8 for Johnson-Nyquist noise. We assume a R = 2kΩ series resistance on the front gate so that:
where R 0 = h/e 2 , D 00 = 0|D|0 , D 11 = 1|D|1 and D 01 = 0|D|1 .
The relevant data at the S and V points are given in Table I for the device of the main text. As expected, T 1 and T * 2 are much longer in the spin than in the valley regime due to the reduced sensitivity of spin qubits to electric fields. The operation of the qubit is limited by Johnson Nyquist noise, but the calculated T 1,jn remains orders of magnitude larger than the total manipulation time (a few tens of ns on Fig. 5 , main text and on Fig. S2 ). The phonon-limited T 1 's are also much longer than measured in Ref. S9 because the valley splittings and dipole matrix elements are smaller (in particular, T 1,l and T 1,t scale as ∆ −5 in the valley regime). Practically, the coherence might be limited by various sources of 1/f noise S8 (charge and gate noise, ...), which still need to be carefully characterized. Fig. 4 , main text.
